3.1 Electrical resistivity at high pressure above 2 GPa Fig.3 shows the temperature dependence of p of fcc Fe7oNi30 above 2 GPa. p (T) at high pressure decreases smoothly with decreasing temperature. All the ,o (7) curves are parallel without any crossing. At 2 GPa, p (7) curve doesn't show any discontinuities, which indicates that no martensitic transformation occurs and the structure is face-centered cubic in the all temperature range above 2 GPa. Fig.4 shows p (7) of fcc Fe7oNi30 in the low temperature range below 30 K at various pressures. At 2 GPa, p (7) has a broad minimum centered at 15.6 K p (7) at 5.5 GPa also shows a minimum at 8.4 K, which is less prominent than that at 2 GPa. p (7) almost vanishes and then T 2 dependence becomes dominant. These results indicate that the electronic state above 8 GPa is described by normal Fermi liquid having a strong magnetic correlation. We will discuss this point in detail in the following section. The result of these fits shows that ƒÏ (T) below Tmi n is described well by eq. (2) which is shown by the solid lines in Fig.8 . The parameter C is plotted in Fig .9 According to previous work, the spontaneous volume magnetostriction of Fe70Ni30 alloy becomes small with increasing pressure and then 0 around 6 GPa11) at absolute zero temperature. This result indicates a large change in the relation between the lattice (or phonon) and the magnetic properties near 6 GPa, since the spontaneous volume magnetostriction is originated from the magnetoelastic coupling. The significant change in the lattice properties may correspond to the disappearance of the value of B near 8 GPa. In addition, it has been reported that Tc is 0 around 7 GPa12). From these facts, it is considered that Tc vanishes around 7 GPa, i.e., the ferromagnetism of Fe70Ni30 alloy disappears above 7 GPa.
This result is consistent with our results. dependence.
3) The crossover from RSG to Fermi liquid is observed around 8 GPa.
